The President of the National Federation of Temple Youth, in his report to the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, presented a Resolution adopted by his organization assembled in Convention in the city of Cincinnati, March 1-3, 1946, which Resolution in substance requested closer integration of the activities of the Youth Federation within the framework of the Union.

*Therefore be it resolved,* that this Assembly of the National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods records its agreement with, and urges the implementation of, the Youth request that at the next Council of the Union their Convention be an integral part thereof with respect to program, publicity and activities.

*Be it further resolved,* that the Delegates here assembled suggest wherever possible that all Congregations include members of their Youth groups as representatives on their respective Temple Boards.

*Be it further resolved,* that this Assembly record its sympathy with the NFTY request for adequate Executive staff whereby their activities may be intensified and expanded. In order to perpetuate Liberal Judaism through the youth of this country, we urge upon NFTS Sisterhoods cooperation with their Congregations in the formation and advancement of youth groups.